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Thank you for purchasing Zsinter2-5-17TPD2 tube furnace. To avoid any misuse and damage, 

please read the operations manual carefully before using. 
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1. Furnace Description  

Zsinter2-5-17TPD2 is a tube furnace using MoSi2 heating elements and a high purity alumina tube, working 
temperatures are between 800℃ and 1400℃. Samples are to be placed inside the tube sealed by flanges. 
Samples can be sintered at ambient atmosphere, inert atmosphere or under vacuum using the vacuum 
pump.  
 

2. Technical Specifications 

 

Power 3.5 kW 

Voltage / Frequency / Current 220V / 50Hz / 32A 

Maximum temp. 1600°C  

Working Temp. 1400°C 

Suggested heating rate <5°C/min 

Temperature controller accuracy  ±1°C 

Thermocouple B type 

Heating elements U type MoSi2  

Size 860x605x1120mm – 112 kg 

Chamber size Ø100x205mm  
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3. Safety 

 

 

 

 

Installation 

- Do not put in a sloping or vibrating location. Avoid flammable and explosive hazards near the furnace.  
- Location environment must be without humidity or dust and must be ventilated. 
- Remove the plastic protection of the heating elements under the top cover (take off the screws to do it). 
- Do not drop any screws, gaskets and other metal items into the equipment.  
Connection 

- Electric connection must be carried out by qualified personnel. 
- The equipment must be connected to a reliable power supply.  
Operating conditions 

- The tube is certified for a using at working temperatures between 800 and 1400°C. It can be used 
occasionally at higher temperatures (maximum 1600°C) however it may damage it. 
- Working at a positive relative pressure is not recommended for the alumina tube. Relative pressure must 
not exceed 0.02 MPa. The use of overpressure in order to accelerate the cooling is strictly prohibited. 
- The alumina tube cannot maintain a negative pressure at higher temperature than 1400°C.  
- Alumina tube is not resistant to rapid cooling or heating; heating and cooling rates must not exceed 5oC/min 
(especially above 500°C). The slower, the better. Never cool the furnace without control from high 
temperature, it causes alumina tube cracking immediately. Use temperature controller to control the cooling 
rate.  
- Do not turn off the power supply of the equipment if the furnace temperature is above 500°C. 
- Put the refractory blocks on both sides of the tube before starting a heating run and wait until the furnace 
temperature drops back to room temperature (<100°C) before removing them. 
- Wait until the furnace temperature drops to room temperature before putting or removing samples. 
- Do not use chlorides, sulfides and other corrosive gases, otherwise the flanges will be damaged. 
- Do not heat for long periods of time between 400℃～700℃, otherwise the heating elements will be 
corroded. 
Maintenance 

- Power must be cut off before maintenance or inspection. 
- If the product is damaged, please stop using it. 
- After replacing the temperature controller, his parameters must be adjusted before operation. 
- The electrical devices of the equipment should be checked regularly. 
- It is forbidden to modify the equipment. 
Security warning 

- Do not touch the inner or outer surface of the furnace during it is use or right after. 
- Do not place items on the furnace body. 
- Flammable and explosive hazards are not allowed near the furnace. 
 

 

 

 

 
Hazards 
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4. Installation 

- Install the furnace in a place according to the safety recommendations.  
- Unpack the furnace and remove the plastic protection of the heating elements under the top cover (take off 
screws to do it). 

 
- Connect the furnace according to the safety recommendations and the electrical specifications. 
- Install the aluminum tube (cf. Alumina tube chapter). Put the refractory blocks on both sides of the tube. 
- Close the circuit breaker, turn on the power, the power indicator is lighted and the cooling the fan starts to 
work. 
- Turn clockwise the “Lock” key, the temperature controller is now lighted. 

 

- For the first heating, the furnace chamber needs to be “baked” during 2 hrs at 300℃. Using the 
temperature controller, program and run the "baking" cycle (cf. Temperature controller chapter):  

(C01=0 ; t01=60 ; C02=300 ; t02=120 ; C03=300 ; t03=40 ; C04=100 ; t04=-121) 
- For the first high temperature heating (above 400°C), heating element need to be “passivated” during 2h at 
1200°C. Using the temperature controller, program and run the "passivation" cycle:  

(C01=0 ; t01=300 ; C02=1200 ; t02=120 ; C03=1200 ; t03=275 ; C04=100 ; t04=-121) 
- Install the vacuum pump (cf. Vacuum pump chapter).  
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5. Temperature controller  

Quick start procedure 

 

HEATING PROGRAM SETTING 

1. Turn on the temperature controller by turning the LOCK knob. 

2. The temperature controller is now initializing, then it displays the initial screen. 

3. Press the CYCLE button twice to display the heating curve setting then press the LEFT ARROW. 

4. The screen is now displaying the first segment (C 01) and the associated temperature. This 

temperature can be modified by pressing the UP or DOWN ARROWS. After pressing the UP or 

DOWN ARROWS for a few second, the decimal point will be displaced to the left in order to change 

the temperature faster. 

5. Once the first temperature is set, press the CYCLE button to move to the time setting of the first 

segment (T 01). You can change the time displayed in minutes by pressing the UP or DOWN 

ARROWS. 

6. Then you can cycle through the segment by pressing the CYCLE button in order to build the desired 

heating curve. The number displayed by the letter C or T corresponds to the number of the segment. 

7. Note that a plateau can be added by choosing the same temperature as the temperature of the 

previous segment. If so, the time setting of that segment corresponds to the time of the plateau. 

8. Finally, when all segments are built, you can add a end step by selecting -121 as the temperature of 

the last segment and by assigning no time control to this step. 

9. In order to exit the heating curve setting, you can wait 20s idling and the temperature controller will 

automatically return to the initial screen. You can check your heating curve by reentering the 

heating curve setting (return to point 3). 

RUN A HEATING PROGRAM 

1. In order to RUN the chosen heating curve, you first have to press the TURN ON button in order to 

close the circuit breaker. The green power indicator will be lighted. 

2. Press the DOWN ARROW for more than 1 second to start the heating curve. 

3. You can hold the heating curve by pressing the DOWN ARROW for more than 1 second. To resume 

the heating curve, press the DOWN ARROW again for more than 1 second. You can stop the heating 

curve by pressing the UP ARROW for more than 1 second. 
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Controller description 

   

 

 

 

 

*Program state symbols : 

 

 

Stop state 

When you turn on the “Lock” ,the temperature controller displays the model and version, after several 
seconds it comes into stop state. 

- PV :  “TC temperature” (50°C at room temperature). 
- SV :  “StoP” is alternately displayed on the lower window. 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

①Process value (Thermo couple temperature °C)
（P V） 
②Setting value (temperature °C- Program state*)
（S V） 
③Set key (confirm KEY)                   
④Data shift key (and program setup entry)  
⑤Data reduction key (and program RUN/HOLD） 
⑥Data add key (and program STOP） 
⑦Function indicator : 

- PRG controller in running state 
- OP1 power output 
- OP2 power output level  
- COM Communication interface 
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Heating program setting 

 

- Alumina tube is not resistant to rapid cooling or heating; heating and cooling rates must not exceed 5oC/min 
(especially above 500°C). The slower, the better. Never cool the furnace without control from high 
temperature, it causes alumina tube cracking immediately. Use temperature controller to control the cooling 
rate.  
- Do not turn off the power supply of the equipment if the furnace temperature is above 500°C. 

①From stop state, Press to go to the setup program state. 

 

②The set points of the step StEPXX are displayed (C XX temperature in °C, and t XX in min). 

 

③Press , and to modify the value. 

④Press  to go to the next parameter. The program parameters are displayed in the sequence of 

setpoint1, time1, setpoint2, time2. 
 

    

- Press and hold to return to the previous parameter. Program step can be modified at any time 

even if the program is running. 
 
⑤Set t ××= -121 for heating program end (automatically goes to stop state). 

 

⑥Press  (don't release) and then press  simultaneously to exit from the parameter setting. If no 

key is pressed within 25 seconds, it also exits to stop state. 
 Example : 
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Specific settings : 

 

Time Setting 

 

Heating programs saving 
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Run/Hold states 

 

Run state : 

-Under Stop state, press and hold until the SV window displays the “run” symbol. The controller 

executes the set program.  

 
   

Hold state : 

- Under Run state, press and hold  until the SV window displays the “HoLd” symbol. Controller keeps 

the given temperature and stop the timer. 
 

 

- Under Hold state, press the  until the SV window displays the “run” symbol. Controller starts running 

again. 
 
 
Step number and timer : 

- Under Run or Hold states, press  to display running Step number and timer (PV : time setting of 

running step and SV : elapsed time of running step). 

  
 
Return to Stop state : 

- Under Run or Hold states, press and hold  until the SV window displays the “StoP” symbol. Controller 

then stops (cooling down naturally), the timer is reset and the Step number is reset to 1. 
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6. Alumina tube 

Operation conditions  

Alumina tube is very brittle and easy to damage. You must handle it carefully and respect operating 
conditions to keep a longer service life :   
- The tube is certified for a using at working temperatures between 800 and 1400°C. The tube can be used 
occasionally at higher temperatures (maximum 1600°C) however it may damage it. 
- Working at a positive relative pressure is not recommended for the alumina tube. Relative pressure must 
not exceed 0.02 MPa. The use of overpressure in order to accelerate the cooling is strictly prohibited. 
- The alumina tube cannot maintain a negative pressure at higher temperature than 1400°C.  
- Alumina tube is not resistant to rapid cooling or heating; heating and cooling rates must not exceed 5oC/min 
(especially above 500°C). The slower, the better. Never cool the furnace without control from high 
temperature, it causes alumina tube cracking immediately. Use temperature controller to control the cooling 
rate.  
- Do not turn off the power supply of the equipment if the furnace temperature is above 500°C. 
- Put the refractory blocks on both sides of the tube before starting a heating run and wait until the furnace 
temperature drops back to room temperature (<100°C) before removing them. 
- Put samples preferably in the middle of the furnace to get a better temperature reliability. Wait until the 
furnace temperature drops to room temperature before putting or removing samples. 
- Always keep the tube clean. Never leave chemicals inside tube to avoid reactions which may cause tube 
cracking. Use proper crucibles.  
- If you push sample into a hot tube, you must move it from edge to center very slowly. Never push a sample 
into alumina tube when its temperature is > 200°C. 
- The refractory blocks must be located at edge of furnace body as shown in the figure below: 

     

 

Installation  

- Carefully insert the tube into furnace, keep tube straight to avoid breaking heating elements which have 
been installed into the furnace.  
- keep equal length of tube at the two ends of furnace. The tube must be able to be rotated by hand after 
insertion. Install the heat shields and the tube holders. 
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- Wind the threads with PTFE tape and connect the pressure gauge and intake valves to the flanges. 

 

- The installation of the sealing flange is shown in the figure below :  

 

- Install the left flange (intlet flange) : 

1) 2) 3)  

4) 5) 6)  
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7) 8)  

-  Plug the flowmeter to the inlet flangle with the flexible air hose (for inert gases uses only). 
- Install the right flange (oulet flange)： 
 

1) 2) 3)  

4) 5) 6)  

7) 8) 9)  

  10) 11) 12)  

Pay attention when installing flange： 
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7. MoSi2 Heating elements  

Operation conditions 

- Do not heat for long periods of time between 400℃～700℃, otherwise the heating elements will be 
corroded. 
- In order to form a protective layer from oxidation, new heating elements must be heated to 1200°C for 2 
hours with a 4°C/mm rate. This process should be executed for first use of a new furnace or after replacing 
heating elements. 
- The resistance of MoSi2 heating elements increase with use and the furnace performances may decrease. 
Used and new MoSi2 heaters can be used together.  

 

Replacement 

- Power must be cut off before maintenance or inspection. 
①Unscrew the top cover, and remove it. 
②Unscrew of the clip of the connection bridge (for each rods of the U type heating element) and remove it. 
③Take off the connection bridges. 

 

 

④Unscrew the clip of the ceramic jaws which maintain the heating element. 
⑤Take off the ceramic jaws and the refractory block. 
⑥Take off the heating element which needs to be replaced. 
⑦Replace with a new heating element. Put the refractory block and the ceramic jaws back inplace, make 
sure they all fit at the same position than before. 

The distance between the sealing ring and the end of 
the tube should not exceed 10 mm. 
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⑧When tightening the screw of the clip, make sure the bottom of the heating element does not touch the 
bottom of the furnace chamber.  
⑨Then, follow the procedure④③②①to tighten screw and finish the exchange of heating element. 
⑩MoSi2 heating element are connected in series connection. 

 

 

 

8. Vacuum pump  

Installation  

 

①Check the type, voltage and frequency of the vacuum pump before using it. 
②Open the blue cover and inject a proper amount of oil. 
③Plug the vacuum pump into the socket on the side of the furnace body. 

   

 

④Connect the vacuum pump to the outlet flange using the flexible air hose. 
⑤Remove the small black cover from the vacuum pump vent. 
⑥Press the vacuum pump power button and the vacuum pump starts working. 
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9. Trouble shooting  
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10.  Electrical schematic diagram  

 

（220V Electrical schematic diagram） 
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11. EU DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY (No 2018-11-a) 

 
1. Product model: Zsinter2-5-17TPD2   
2. Name and address of the manufacturer:  

Nanoe SAS, 6 rue des frenes, 91160 Ballainvilliers 

+339 81 98 33 64 

    
3.This declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer. It 

is based on evaluation on a sampling of the aboved mentionned model. 

  
4. Object of the declaration : Tube furnace model Zsinter2-5-17TPD2   
5.The object of the declaration described above is in conformity with the relevant Union 

harmonisation legislation: 

EU directive on low voltage electrical equipments 2014/35/UE 

  
6.Applicable standards for this declaration are : 

EN 60519-1/2015 : Safety in installations for electroheating and electromagnetic 

processing - Part 1: General requirements 

EN 60519-2/2015 : Safety in electroheat installations - Part 2: Particular requirements for 

resistance heating equipment. 

EN 50156-1/2015 : Electrical equipment for furnaces and ancillary equipment - Part 1: 

Requirements for application design and installation.  

   

 

Signed for and on behalf of: Nanoe SAS 

Ballainvilliers, on the 23/11/2018: 

Guillaume de Calan, CEO 
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